Sexual harassment, coercion and assaults are common within the academic and clinical workplace but quite often go unreported (see abstract # 6539/Poster # J013.01 "What women and minorities are afraid to speak up about"). Women In Neural Engineering (WINE) has organized this forum with experts in the field of sexual misconduct to raise awareness of this pervasive problem and discuss steps that individuals and institutions can take to improve their work environment.

Anyone is welcome to join this zoom discussion with experts:

- **Dr. Anna Kirkland**, Arthur F. Thurnau Professor of Women's and Gender Studies and Director of the Institute for Research on Women and Gender at the University of Michigan [Dr. Kirkland's Website]
- **Dr. Vicki J. Magley**, Professor of Psychological Sciences at the University of Connecticut studying workplace sexual harassment and incivility interventions. [Dr. Magley's Website]
- **Dr. Louise Stone**, General Practitioner and Associate Professor at the Australian National University Medical School researching sexual assault and harassment of doctors, by doctors. [Dr. Stone's Website]
- **Mx. Elizabeth Waldron**, Co-editor with Dr. Stone of an international research anthology on sexual harm in the medical profession [Of Doctors, By Doctors Website]

**Join the zoom discussion here:** Meeting ID: 984 5883 8984, PW: 306891
https://cwru.zoom.us/j/98458838984?pwd=QXIDs2pxMyttUGMrU1ZHK3pENXIzd09

**Information about this event is available here:**
https://www.inequalitystoriesinstem.org/events

**Follow W.I.N.E. on twitter:** @WINE_Forum (That's @WINE underscore Forum underscore)